GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

The papers should be in English or Lithuanian, up to 5 pages typed (including tables and illustrations). Summaries and references are not taken into account.

The structure of the paper: title in capital letters; author's full first name (-s) followed by the second name (-s); address (-es); abstract (up to 10 lines); keywords (up to 10 words); text of the paper (divided if possible into: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Conclusions, Acknowledgements; References; and Summary).

The structure of a popularising article: title; name(-s) of author(-s); address (es) of author(-s); abstract; keywords; text (preferably not subdivided); references.

The structure of a review: title and author (-s) name of the publication reviewed; text; reviewers name (-s) and address (-es).

Submit the text in a diskette (in WORD for WINDOWS, 12 pt Times New Roman Baltic, Times New Roman, or other Times fonts) and 1 copy of the text typed on a A4 size white paper, double line spacing. Type on one side only. Provide margins of at least 3 cm on both sides and 2.5 cm on top and bottom. The names of the authors cited should be printed in small caps (SMALL CAPS). The words at the end of lines should not be divided. Text should be justified but not centered, including titles as well as sub-headings.

Tables should be typewritten on separate pages, numbered in order of appearance in the text with captions, and placed after the text. The line should not exceed 80 characters (including spaces).

Figures (black and white line drawings, maps, graphs or diagrams) should not exceed the size 200 x 250 mm. Lettering and all figure components must be sufficiently large to permit severe reduction without loss of clarity. All illustrations must be numbered. Illustration captions should be presented on a separate page and attached to the text. Computer-made illustrations should be given in separate files.

The author(-s) of all taxa (from family rank and lower) and syntaxa names should be indicated in English and Latin, when first time mentioned in the text. All names of taxa and syntaxa should be printed in italic type.

The list of references should include all items cited in the text. If there are more than two authors of the cited publication, in the text the first one should be given with indication “et al.” In references all the authors should be indicated. The bold type should be used to indicate volume and number of edition. References given in Cyrillic or other alphabets should be transliterated into Latin characters.


BASALYS K., 1965: Lietuvos TSR fizinė geografija, 2.- Vilnius.


Within 5 days the author(-s) should read and return the signed proofsheet to the editorial staff. If the editorial staff does not receive the proofsheet in due time, the publication of the paper is postponed.